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Season 1, Episode 18
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Dispo Day



The investigation into a drug heist offers brief glimpses into the private lives of the CSIs, whose nerves are on edge when they become suspects in the crime they're trying to solve. A police convoy headed across town includes an unmarked truck filled with confiscated drugs being taken to an incinerator to be destroyed. The trip ends abruptly when thieves hijack the vehicle, kill its driver and shoot Speedle, who was riding shotgun. It's hard for Horatio when the media draw comparisons to a similar case several years ago in which his brother, an undercover cop, was killed. But it's worse for his team when Internal Affairs decides that one of them tipped off the robbers about the delivery.
Quest roles:
Rex Linn(Frank Tripp), Sofia Milos(Yelina Salas), Larry Rippenkroeger, Salli Richardson-Whitfield(Laura), Nick Searcy, Carlos Lacamara, Julie Ann Emery, Annika Peterson(Polygraph Tester), Maximo Morrone(Paul Tomassi), Don McManus(Erik Riden / Nedir Kire / Enrique Rayas), Brandon Gilbert(Paramedic), Ken Kerman(Bob Stokes), Troy Robinson(Lester Cassidy), Tad Griffith(SWAT #1), Thomas Robinson Harper(SWAT #2), Michael Runyard(Sergeant Hollis), Tim Trella(Mike Tooley), Mic Rodgers(Jeff Macher), John Meier(Cesar Rubio)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 March 2003, 00:00
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